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Our part in every solution

Optimise your 

supply chain

Efficient and accurate: Stafa’s assembly service supplies reliable 

results. Processes are designed to your requirements; parts 

assembled to your specifications. From bolting to cabling, from 

clamping to blind riveting. Assembly is a seamless extension of 

our activities.  

A S S E M B LY 

Request a free quote 

Tel.: +31 495 599 888



Our part in every solution

Complete 

assemblies

Stafa provides assembly services 

for well-established businesses 

in various sectors:

Wholesale & purchasing 

organisations

Construction and infrastructure

Transport

Energy and chemical industry

Wood (processing) industry 

Installation and electrical sector

Machinery and equipment
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Stafa supplies complete assemblies of all kinds of components. 

In addition to fasteners, we also supply specials, metal parts 

and components from other industries. Processes are designed 

to your requirements; products supplied to your specifications. 

Our complete solutions mean less administration and less 

impact on your operational activities. 

At Stafa, we believe in the strength of teamwork. That’s why we 

share our expertise with our customers. We generate added value 

by giving technical advice, including regarding assembly. We follow 

specifications closely, but not blindly. If we think we can do something 

more efficiently, we will proactively give you our advice. That’s how 

we optimise your process and our partnership. 

Stafa has extensive logistics and production facilities. So, assembly 

often goes hand-in-hand with stock management and packaging. 

It is in this combination that the key lies to optimising your supply 

chain. This means fewer suppliers, better product and stock 

availability and a lower Total Cost of Ownership.

A partner who helps come up with solutions

Lower your Total Cost of Ownership More information:

stafa.nl


